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90 Day Kick Start Program 
For New Agents 

Rise Above the Crowd 
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Month 1 
Days 1-30 
 
1.  Attend all of the RE/MAX “Rise Above the Crowd” classes in the New Agent Development Program.  
The goal for this month is for you to learn the fundamentals of real estate and how to put it into practice. 
Learn sales skills, scripts, and how to build and grow a sustainable business in real estate. 
 
2.  During this time you commit to: 

 
� Upgrading your professional image – If you didn’t complete your professional profile in class, 

commit to finishing it.  Then add it to the RE/MAX website, and your social media sites.   
 

� Create professional online accounts.  1. Choose one or two methods of social media 
marketing, i.e. Facebook page, Twitter, Instagram, SnapChat.  2. Create a LinkedIn account 
and add your profile information. 

 
� Finish your buyer consultation “system” and documentation needed.  

 
� Continue adding contacts to your on your database. 

 
� Send out your announcement to your sphere, past clients, friends and family. 

 
� Create your Open House tools. What you are going to bring to your OH. 

 
� Order Open House signs. 

 
� Preview property at least once a week. Preview 5 homes in your market area per week. 

 
� Complete your listing presentation. 
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Month 2 
Weeks 5-8 
All about lead generation! 
 
Now that the fundamental training is over, the goal this month is to start putting what you learned in 
class into practice. The goal of this program is to build your pipeline of prospects so you have a sale 
within the first 90 days! 

 
Week 5-8 
 

� Take out your business planning packet and review your long term goals, and your big “Why”. 

� Look at your daily and weekly schedule from the business planning packet. Commit to putting 
your schedule in motion this week, and more importantly following your time blocking 
schedule each day. The key to success in real estate is following a disciplined schedule that 
blocks time for lead generation and follow up activities each day.   

� Commit to making 20 contacts each day. Use the attached Tracking form to record your 
activities each day.  Make 8 copies of this form. One for each week of the next 60 days. 

� Commit to calling your sphere, taking one person out each day to coffee, lunch, dinner, etc. 
Practice your referral script each day before going out. 

� Send a hand written thank you note to each person you talk with. 

� Practice your Open House scripts. 

� Attend all Broker Preview Meetings and Caravan’s in your area. 

� Schedule one open house each weekend. Your goal is to get one good lead per open house. If 
you get more, great! 

� Preview Property – Preview 5 homes a day! Preview property in and around the area you are 
going to hold an open house. Know your market—the properties, the trends, the stats, and 
the major players and competition! You will need to be an expert. 

� Don’t finish your day without getting 30 points! See attached Menu for Success. 
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Your goal should be to complete 5 phone calls or face to face conversations, 5 texts, 5 
emails, and 5 handwritten notes to generate business each day. Track your results below. 
 
Commit yourself to detailed accountability. Discipline is the key to reaching your goals. 
 
Week of  to    

      M  T W Th F S S TOTAL 
 Contacts 
(Must be live phone calls/ face to face) 
 

        
 

        
 

        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stick to a system and hold yourself accountable to do these lead generating activities daily. Keep a log for 
each day. 

 

Weekly Tracking Form 

        

Emails 

Texts 

Handwritten 
Notes 
 

Goals: 

 

Days worked 
    

Hours worked   
  

Contacts made         
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You are all unique and have different areas of strengths and interest. Below is a menu of action 
items to choose from to help you plan a productive today. This business is hard and yet it is also 
simple if we have a plan. Follow the plan, and we can achieve the goals that we have set. If we each 
commit to earning 30 points a day we will have a powerful day every day. Select daily the items you 
will do from the menu. 

Be sure they total 30 points by the end of the day. 
 
 

Activities: 
 
 

1) Go on a qualified listing appointments = 5 points    

2) Take a saleable listing = 15    

3) Show property = 5    

4) Write an offer = 10    

5) Call and talk to 3 past clients = 2    

6) Call or see 2 expireds or FSBO’s = 2    

7) Cold call 25 dials = 5    

8) Door knock 25 doors = 5    

9) Write 5 handwritten notes = 3    

10) Preview 5 properties = 3    

11) Hold open house = 5    

12) Lead follow up 30 min - 1 hour = 5    

13) 3 sign calls/ad calls = 3    

14) Attend networking event = 5    

15) Hand out 10 business cards = 3    
 

Total Points Earned Today:    

The Menu for Success 
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Month 3 
Weeks 9-12 
The goal this month is to become comfortable with meeting and working with buyers and sellers. Now 
that you have been out lead generating, you might have a few leads to follow up with. Your goal is to 
convert them into clients, but continue to build your pipeline of prospects.  Work like this is a real job 
with a definitive start and end time each day. Strive to do income producing activities each day. 

 
Week 9-12 
 

� Stay focused on your daily routine. Commit to putting in the time to build your business, and 
Follow your time blocked schedule. Commit to a perfect morning routine. 

� Dig into your database and continue to make contact with your sphere each day. Get together 
with as many of those people as you can over the next few weeks.  Remind them you are in 
real estate. Ask them if they know of anyone looking to buy or sell. Use your referral script. 

� Do Open Houses!  There are 4 weeks left of this program. Continue to do open houses each 
weekend. Get one good lead per open house. Door knock 50 doors on each side of your OH to 
invite the neighbors to your OH. 

� Strive to set up a buyer consultation appointment to convert a prospect into a client. Review 
the buyer questions you learned in the Buyer Consultation course. 

� Dig into your leads. Identify the hot leads. Those buyers or sellers that will buy or sell in the 
next 3-6 months. Call them to follow up. Don’t forget to use evening and weekends to call as 
well. 

� Lead follow up.  Schedule time in your daily routine for lead follow up. 70% of your business 
will come from lead follow up. Requalify them. Find out their timeframe for buying or selling. 
See if anything has changed.  Can you spark them into taking action now? 

� Commit to finding 5 quality contacts a day – eye to eye or ear to ear. Not text, not email. If 
you can’t do that, do this each day: 

� 5 phone calls 

� 5 text 

� 5 email 

� 5 hand written notes 

� Extract the most you can from the contacts you have 

� Find what you are good at, and do more of it. 

� Do one thing each day that scares you. Quote by Elenore Roseavelt. 
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Hot Tips for 
Prospecting! 
 
 
Time Management Tips 

� Wake up at the same time each day 
� Commit to a time to get started 
� Commit to a routine – what you do 

first thing in the morning sets the 
stage for the rest of the day 

 
Power Prospecting! 

� Consider having a “Power 
Prospecting” day once day 
month. A full day of massive 
prospecting! 

� Make it fun! 
� Have another agent do it on the same 

day. 
� Before you start prospecting, take 20 

minutes to practice your scripts. 
� Make 5 phone calls before ending 

your day. 
� Schedule multiple times to follow up 

in the week. 
� Consider prospecting two times a 

week after 7:30 pm.  
� Consider prospecting or lead follow 

up on Saturday morning. 
� Weed out your bad leads. 
� Complete your status report. 

 
 
Why do agents neglect their  
follow up? 
 

� They don’t have a system. 
� It’s not in their schedule. 
� They don’t know what to say. 
� Too many bad leads in the mix. 

 

 
 
Quick Scripts: 
 
Sellers- “If you could actually realize more 
money for your home by selling today, by 
selling sooner would that be something you 
would consider doing?” “When will you be 
ready?” 
 
Buyers-“I wanted to follow up with you to 
see if you are ready to buy a home?” 
“Interest rates are phenomenal. Let’s get 
together. I have a little bit of time.” 
 
SOI/Database 
• “Is there anything you would like to 
know?” 
• “May I ask, who do you know who has 
been talking about a move? Does anyone 
come to mind?” 
 
 
Other Tips: 

� Wear a name badge. 

� Put 10 cards in your wallet and give 
them to 10 people you meet each 
day. 

� Strive to make 20 contacts a day. 
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